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Machine indentations are typical remnants of the coil production process. The indentations were necessary to advance the coil into the horizontal direction. Normally there are
two indentations 7 mm. apart located vertically in the space between two stamps. They may be found either on the right or on the left side of the stamps. Illustrated here a
strip of five of the 1 peseta brown showing the machine indentations. These indentations are also present in all the issues printed by Lecoq machine.

Above: pairs of 1 dinero red and 1 dinero green with
coil join “left-over-right”. The pasting of the coil strips
took place some time prior to the printing process.
Otherwise it would have been necessary to paste the
new end of the coil strip to the end of an already printed strip beign fed into the printing machine.

Above: 1 dinero red and 1 dinero green with coil join
“right-over-left”. After analysed a couple of hundred
coil joins, it appears that the number of both alternatives is about equal.

ted, but how long were these strips? And how far
apart were the joins? Estimates range from 40 to
52cm per strip, whereby every 17th or 18th stamp
has a mill-join. The join between the strips was
made by glueing with an overlap of six to nine millimetres (10) before feeding into the machine. This
is confirmed by the existence of stamps referred to
by philatelist as “Albinos”, a stamp printed on one
of the overlapping areas. If one separates the two
parts of the joined area, the stamp on the bottom
layer of the join is unprinted but still shows the
embossed impression. It is unfeasible to assume
that the person working the machine also glued the
paper strips, as he or she would have been fully
occupied pushing the pedals.

“Printing machine for the railway bulletin designed by Émile Lecoq (drawing by Lavasseur, 1855)”. This scheme is
probably different from the mechanisms inside the Lecoq adopted for the production of stamps, but we can establish the position of the paper box on the right side and the open parts situated on left and right side of the
machine. The direction of the paper is diagonally from bottom right to top left.
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A one-man operation
Also mentioned by Pampillonia in a letter of
October 14th, 1858, was that the Lecoq printing
machine could be operated by one man. In regard
to the machine in the Museu Nacional da
Imprensa, this seems completely feasible.
Apparently the printer would sit at one end of the
machine pumping the pedals with both feet. The
machine would thus be kept permanently moving
and continuous production was possible. The ink
would only have to be topped up at great intervals
and would not dry up due to the turning roller in
the ink reservoir. All that had to be done was to
feed in the start of the continuous paper strip and
the rest was done by the machine, the paper pulled off the roll on one end of the machine and the
printed paper rolled up at the other end. The roll
from which the paper was fed was probably located at the end with pedals, so that the printer running the machine could easily load a fresh roll of
paper when it ran out and have a clear view of the
paper being fed in under the printing head.
Unfortunately, these roll holders were missing from
the machine in Porto.

Above: since it is known that the production process
moved in a horizontal direction, the pair of 1 dinero
red clearly proves the sideway position of 90 degrees of
the frame and not of embossed coat of arms.

Above: 1 dinero green showing the 180 degrees position of the frame. On right side there are two indentations: this is the definite proof that the arms are in the
correct position and the inverted part is the frame.

Above, from left to right: the only two known examples
with double impression of 1 dinero green and the only
known copy of the “Trencito” 5 centavos red with double printing.

Printing Plates and Dies
It is no surprise that the machine in Porto had neither a printing plate of embossing die attached to
the cylinder. Whether for postage stamps, tax
stamps or coins, the plates and dies were always
dismounted and kept in a safe place to secure them
against unauthorised use. Perhaps dies for the
Lecoq machine in Porto can still be found in
Lisbon. The museum director promised the visitors
that he would enquire in Lisbon. Perhaps he will be
successful.
At the end of the day, all involved had had a very
interesting afternoon on their journey back to the
techniques of printing stamps during the 19th century.
(Translated from the German text by R. HamiltonBowen BPP)
All the stamps here illustrated are extracts from the
“Edition d’Or, Vol. VIII - The Klaus Eitner
Collection”, Corinphila Ed., © 2007.
Photos of Leloq machine by Alessandro Arseni
©The Postal Gazette 2009.

Left: the scheme of the Railway ticket machine of
Emile Lecoq is inserted on the right side of the printer.
The proportion are not perfect and the mechanisms
illustrated are, very probably, not as in the stamps
printer, but we can identifing the paper box situated on
the right side and the direction of the virgin strip of
paper. At the bottom and at the top of the strip there
were two pairs of tensors. The machine at the Museu
Nacional de Imprensa has the base reconstructed and
closed on three sides but the original model was open
to upkeep the mechanisms and to add the paper.
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Above: the entrance of Museu Nacional da Imprensa at
Porto, Portugal. (Photo by Wolfgang Maassen)
Left:, comparison reveals the relatively small size of
the machine. Sr. Luis Humberto Marcos, Director of the
Museu Nacional da Imprensa and Karl Louis, Manager
Director of Corinphila and Heinrich Köhler Auction
Houses at the large flywheel. (Photo by W. Maassen)
Below: a gathering of Peru experts: Klaus E.Eitner,
Herbert Moll and Rolf-Dieter Jaretzky at España 2000.
(Photo Edition d’Or)

Left and above: the
“Trencito” and Llamita
issues, both printed with
the Lecoq machine.
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